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One of the most costly factors in providing a global computing infrastructure such as the WLCG is the human
effort in deployment, integration, and operation of the distributed services supporting collaborative comput-
ing, data sharing and delivery, and analysis of extreme scale datasets. Furthermore, the time required to
roll out global software updates, introduce new service components, or prototype novel systems requiring
coordinated deployments across multiple facilities is often increased by communication latencies, staff avail-
ability, and in many cases expertise required for operations of bespoke services. While the WLCG computing
grid (and distributed systems implemented throughout HEP) is a global service platform, it lacks the capa-
bility and flexibility of a modern platform-as-a-service including continuous integration/continuous delivery
(CI/CD) methods, development-operations capabilities (DevOps, where developers assume a more direct role
in the actual production infrastructure), and automation. Most importantly, tooling which reduces required
training, bespoke service expertise, and the operational effort throughout the infrastructure, most notably at
the resource endpoints (”sites”), is entirely absent in the current model. In this paper, we explore ideas and
questions around potential “NoOps” models in this context: what is realistic given organizational policies
and constraints? How should operational responsibility be organized across teams and facilities? What are
the technical gaps? What are the social and cybersecurity challenges? Conversely what advantages does
a NoOps model deliver for innovation and for accelerating the pace of delivery of new services needed for
the HL-LHC era? We will describe initial work along these lines in the context of providing a data delivery
network supporting IRIS-HEP DOMA R&D.
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